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Abstract

This paper presents a systematic analysis of a longitudinal control law of
a platoon of vehicles using a linear model to represent the vehicle dynamics
of each vehicle within the platoon. The basic idea is to take full advantage
of recent advances in communication and measurement and using these ad-
vances in longitudinal control of a platoon of vehicles: in particular, we
assume that for i = 1,2,. . . vehicle i knows at all times vi and al (the veloc-
ity and acceleration of the lead vehicle) in addition to the distance between
vehicle i and the preceding vehicle, i - 1.

We have analyzed platoons of identicaland non-identicalvehicles. All the
vehicles within the platoon are initially moving with a steady-state velocity
of vo. Then the successive vehicle spacings are computed as a result of lead
vehicle’s acceleration from its initial steady-state velocity (vo) to its final
steady-state velocity. In the case of a platoon of identical vehicles, we have
shown that through the appropriate choice of design parameters, deviations
in the successive vehicle spacings get attenuated from the front to the back
of the platoon. An important feature of the design is that such deviations
do not exhibit oscillatory time-behavior.

Our analysis of a platoon of non-identicaI vehicles shows that devia-
tion of the i-th vehicle position from its assigned position(i.e.,A;)  is af-
fected by the corresponding deviations of all the vehicles in front of the i-th
vehicle(i.e.,Ar,  . . . , Ai-1)  together with the change (WI) of the lead vehicle’s
velocity from its steady-state value. Since in the control law there are not
enough parameters to cancel the terms involving A,, . . .,Ai-z,  we have to
investigate by simulation the magnitude of such effects on the i-th vehicle.
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Longitudinal Control of a Platoon of Vehicles
I: Linear Model

1 Introduction

The subject of design and analysis of various longitudinal control laws has
been studied extensively from late 1960’s  until mid 1970’s. Throughout the
literature numerous topics such as vehicle-follower controllers, nonlinear ve-
hicle dynamics, entrainment-extrainment maneuvers, and automated guide-
way transit systems have been reported.[Chi.l,Hauk.l,Shla.l,Hob.l] Even
though much effort has been spent on various control laws for longitudinal
control of a platoon of vehides[Rous.l,Hob.2,Hauk.2,Tak.l,Caud.l,Fra.l,Shla.2],
this paper presents a systematic analysis of the longitudinal control of such
platoons.

The basic concept of this study is to take full advantage of recent ad-
vances in communication and measurement [Wal.l]  and using these advances
in longitudinal control of a platoon of vehicles: in particular, we assume that
for i = 1,2,. . . vehicle i knows at all times ~1 and al (the velocity and accel-
eration of the lead vehicle) in addition to the distance between vehicle i - 1
and vehicle i (see fig. 4).

In the case of a platoon of identical vehicles (see fig. 1) for a change in
the lead vehicle’s velocity, (see fig. 7), the resulting changes in the spacing
of successive vehicles is shown in figure 11. These simulation results show
that through the appropriate choice of coefficients in the control law for
each vehicle in the platoon the deviations in vehicle spacings from their
respective steady-state values do not get magnified from the front to the
end of the platoon and in fact get attenuated as one goes down the platoon.
An important feature of the design is that such deviations do not exhibit
oscillatory time-behavior.
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X3 =2

lead vehicle

. . . 1

*3-i-

x; is the abcissa of the i-th vehicle
xl is the abcissa of the lead vehicle
This figure defines Ar, AZ,. . . , and L.

direction of motion

Figure 1: Platoon of 4 vehicles

2 Platoon Configuration

Figure 1 shows the assumed platoon configuration for a platoon of 4 vehicles.
The platoon is assumed to move in a straight line. The position of the i-
th vehicle’s rear bumper with respect to a fixed reference point 0 on the
roadside is denoted by x;. The position of the lead vehicle’s rear bumper with
respect to the same fixed reference point 0 is denoted by zl. Each vehicle is
assigned a slot of length L along the road. As shown, A; is the deviation of
the i-th vehicle position from its assigned position. The subscript i is used
because Ai is measured by the sensors located in the i-th vehicle.

Given the platoon configuration in figure 1, elementary geometry shows
that: for i= 2,3,...

*i(t) := Xi,*(t)- Xi(t)- L (2.1)
Ai := ii-l(t)- ki(t) (2.2)

pi := ifi-* - fii(t) P-3)

where, as usual, " . "  denotes the time derivative.
Kinematics The corresponding kinematic equations for the lead vehicle

and the first vehicle are as follows:
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AI(t)  : =  zl(t) - xl(t) - L
A&) : =  V/(f)  - 51(t)
A,(t) : =  a l ( t )  - 21(t)

From (2.2) and (2.5) _ - -We obtain the following useful relations

._ -. iz2 = kl - A2 -=.vl _ A1 - A2 - - -  ..- (2.7).
k3 = k2 - As = 01 - bl - A2 - A3 (2.8).
i; = E;B1 - A ; =vl-Al-...-& (2-9)

for i = 2,3,...

Remark *Ai is measured in vehicle i and is used in its control law. We
assume that we know the lead vehicle’s velocity (01) and acceleration
(al) for each vehicle in the platoon.(This requires a communication
link from lead vehicle to each vehicle of the platoon.)

3 Vehicle Model

Figure 2 shows the vehicle model of the i-th vehicle in the platoon: 2;
denotes the position of the i-th vehicle’s rear bumper with respect to a fixed
reference point on the road; the block (mig sinB) specifies the component
of the i-th vehicle’s weight parallel to the road surface, where m; denotes
the i-th vehicle’s mass, g denotes the acceleration due to gravity, and 0
denotes the angle between the road surface and a horizontal plane (0 positive
corresponds to ~ph4.I travel); the block (-(ii + Vwi,d)2Sgn(ii -t Vuind))
specifies the force due to the air resistance, where p denotes the specific mass
of air, Ai denotes the cross-sectional area of the i-th vehicle, cdi denotes the
i-th vehicle’s drag coefficient, and Vwind denotes the velocity of the wind
gust; constant d,i denotes the mechanical drag of the i-th vehicle; the block
( g-&) models the i-th vehicle’s engine dynamics, where Ti denotes the i-
th vehicle’s engine time constant; ui denotes the throttle input to the i-th
vehicle’s engine; ci denotes the control input to the i-th vehicle’s engine; Fi
denotes the force produced by the i-th vehicle’s engine.

Remark The summing node at the bottom of figure 2 represents Newton’s
second law for the i- th vehicle:
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e- 7lQ.J  sin 0 +--of ‘*(ki + Viiwf)2Sgn(ki  + K&ad)

1ui+c-. -
riB+l

engine
input engine dynamics

d,; (mechanical drag)

vehicle dynamics

Figure 2: vehicle model of the i-th vehicle in the platoon

F; - m;gsin  8 - P-‘bCdiF(*i + Vwi,d)2sgn(ii + Vwind) - dmi = m& (3.1)

Working model In the preliminary study we assume that the road
surface is horizontal (0 = 0) and there is no wind gust(Vwi,d  = 0). Figure 3
shows the simplified vehicle model of the i-th vehicle in the platoon : Kdi
denotes eq; since the vehicles are assumed to travelin the same direction
at all times, Sgn(ii)  = 1 for i = 1,2,. . .

4 Proposed Control Law

We propose the following linear control law for longitudinal control of vehi-
cles: for the first vehicle the control law is

Cl := cplAl(t)  + c,&(t) + c,r&(t) + b’&> t kM@) (44

for vehicles 2,3,.  . . the control law is
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,
u;+cti 1$Ti
f?ngine
mpu   e n g i n e  d y n a m i c s vehicle

.f’= engine force applied to vehicle i
, = comma.ded  acceleration of vehicle i

Figure 3: simplified model of the i-th vehicle in the platoon

Ci := cgAi(t) + c”iAi(t)  + C,;&(t)  + X-vi [vi(t) - vi(t)]  + hi [WC'> - 'Ji(t>l

(4.2)

where cp.,  c,;,  c,i, koi, and kai are design constants. Note that the control law
for the first vehicle differs from the control law for all the other vehicles in the
two rightmost terms in (4.1). This is due to the fact that for the first vehicle
Vl - Vl = A~~aur-al = ii1 which are already a part of the first vehicle’s
control law; whereas, for vehicle i (i = 2,3,. . .) VI - vi = bl + - * - + Ai and
a1 - Ui =  i i *  + -a - + &i so that the i-th vehicle’s control law contains terms
relating to Al,. . . , Ai-* ma Al,. . . , iii-1 in addition to terms relating to
fii =a Ai.

Comparison of our control law (4.2) for the i-th vehicle with the control
laws in the literature shows that using the lead vehicle’s acceleration (al) in
the i-th vehicle’s control law is the new addition to the i-th vehicle’s control
laws considered in the literature. Shladover had used lead vehicle’s velocity
(q)[Shla.l]  and Ai IShla.21  in the i-th vehicle’s control law.

Implementation Issues Figure 4 shows the platoon configuration under
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Figure 4: Platoon Configuration under the proposed control law for a pla-
toon of 4 vehicles

the proposed control law for a platoon of 4 vehicles; As shown in
figure 4, the lead vehicle’s velocity (vl) and acceleration (al) are trans-
mitted to all the vehicles within the platoon. In addition, sensors on
each vehicle, say i, measure ‘the deviation of the i-th vehicle from its
assigned position, namely A;.
Communication of the position,velocity, and acceleration information
is unidirectional: from the lead vehicle to each vehicle in the pla-
toon. Communication speed and processing of the measured data
should be fast compared to the time constants of the vehicle dynam-
ics.Preliminary studies of Professor Warland [W&l] and his students
suggest that such a requirement is feasible with the present communi-
cation and data processing technology.

Assumption(linearization of the air resistance) Note that in the steady
state, A; E 0, al G a; E 0, and ~1 G vi s vo for i = 1,2,. . .
Considering figure 3 and writing the Taylor expansion of the drag force
due to the air resistance for the i-th vehicle about the steady-state
velocity(vo),  we obtain



Neglecting the effect of the higher order terms in (4.3) and simplifying
the right hand side, we obtain the approximate drag force due to the
air resistance for the i-th vehicle

Notation In the sequel we will adopt the following notations:
for i = 1,2,...

.- sCpin a- mi y C"in := f$, Cain := z
kw i n  - -  mi 9- -  hi I;‘,;,,  := &af

doi Z= -%LJ;~ dli := ~VOI
uq(t) := ur(t)  - uo
thus WI denotes the increment of velocity of the lead vehicle from its
steady-state value.

Initial Conditions We assume that for alI t < 0, the platoon is in steady-
s t a t e :  f o r  t < 0, i i (t )  = ii(t) = uo, A;(t) = 0 ad the Ui’s are t h e
corresponding appropriate constants. (The steady-state value of the
function f(.) is denoted by f(O-))

4.1 First vehicle dynamics

We are going to use the proposed linear control law for the first vehicle
(4.1) and the simplified vehicle model in figure 3 to finally obtain equ(4.15)
relating A, to WI:

From (2.6) and the summing node equation in figure 3 we obtain

i&(t) = q(t) - $(4(t) - &nl - K&(t)) (4.5)

Note that al(t) is a command signal.
Using the linearized drag force due to the air resistance for the first

vehicle from (4.4) in (4.5) we obtain



i i , ( t )  =  a#)  - -
F*(t)  + drnl  + Icdl

-
ml ml

--(-u; + 2voh(t))  (4.6)

Using the notation for [I,&, and drr we can rewrite (4.6) as

d
i&(t) = ai(t) - (l(f) t -$ t do, t d&(t)

From equations (2.5) and (4.7) we obtain

( 4 . 7 )

A*(t) = +)- h(t) t
d
--$ t do1 t dm(t> - 41&(t) (4.8)

Note that (4.8) yields the following relationship in the steady state ,

ii* = --(&I-) t k t 41, t dm(o-) = 0 (4.9)

Taking Laplace transforms from both sides of (4.8) and noting the initial
conditions and (4.9) we obtain

^ -
(s2 t &+1(s) = -h(s) +

w->
- t (3 t dl&.k(S)

s
(4.10)

where we use the symbol u-n to distinguish Laplace transforms from the
corresponding time-domain functions.

The engine model for the first vehicle with control law (4.1) gives

From (4.11) we note the following relationship in the steady state

ml&(O-) = ~1 t klv(O-) (4.12)

Taking Laplace transforms of both sides of (4.11) and noting the steady-
state relation given by (4.12) we obtain

Substituting the expression for & from (4.13) into (4.10) and reordering
the terms corresponding to Al(s) and C&(s) we obtain
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{(mlq s + ml 1 + rrdrr) + c,r]s2 + (ml& + cvr)s + cprI3 1 ( ) Al(s)

= {(mlq)s2 + [ml(l + r1d11) - &I] s + (mldll  - h)} G(S) (d-14)

Dividing both sides of’(4.14) by rnl..we  obtain

{v3 + 11 + 7141 + Cdn] s2 + (Al + C,l,)S + CPl”}  A l ( S )

= {v2 + [l + Tldll - kin] s + (dll - k”b)} til(S) (4.15)

4.2 Second vehicle dynamics

We are going to use the proposed linear control law for the second vehicle
(4.2) and the simplified vehicle model in figure 3 to finally obtain equ.(4.25)
relating A2 to Ar and WI:

From (2.3) and the summing node equation in figure 3 for the first and
second vehicle we obtain

&2(t) = j+(t) - dml - Iid&( - -&F,(t) - dm2 - &&(t))  (4.16)

Using the linearized drag force due to the air resistance for the first and
second vehicle from (4.4) in (4.16) we obtain

Aa
&(t) &xl Icdl=--m-w &(t) &a Kd2

ml ml ml
(-v~+2voi.*(t))-~+nlfmz(-~~+2~0~2tt))

(4.17)
Using the notation for [r, dol, dll, (2, do2,  and dl2 we can rewrite (4.17)

as

ii,(t) = r*(t) - % - do, - 4lW) - &2(t) + m262  t do2 t dl&(t) (4.18)

From equations (2.5), (2.7) and (4.15) we obtain
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ii@) = (1(t)-b(t)+(~+~o2-fg -do,)+(dl*-dll)~~(t)+(-~l2+~11)~1(~)-~*2~2(t)
(4.19)

Note that (4.19) yields the following relationship in the steady state

A2(0-> = 6(0-)-~2(0-)+(~+d02-~-&*)+(d12-41)v,(0-) = 0
(4.20)

Taking Laplace transforms from both sides of (4.19) and noting the initial
conditions gives

I

(s2 +hzs)Az(s) = ids>- i2(4+
(* + do2 - * - do1)+ (42 - 41)@-)

+ (42 - d*+&(s)+(-&2 +&)&(ss) (4.21)

The engine model for the second vehicle with control law (4.2) gives

From (4.22) we note the following relationship in the steady state

m2C2(0-)= 'u2 (4.23)

Taking Laplace transforms of both sides of (4.22) and noting the steady-
state relation given by (4.23) we obtain

i2(s) = + + cp2 t(c,2 +~,2)~t(ca2 t k12)32 -

m2(72s+ 1)
A2(3)

+ k,zs + ka,,s2  -
77472s + 1) A1(s) (4.24)

Substituting the expressions for (1 from (4.13) and 42 from (4.24) into
(4.21) and reordering the terms corresponding to A~(s),~\I(s)  and Cl(s)
after normalization we obtain
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{1s3 + 11+ r242 + Ca2n + klP?l] s2 +  ( 4 2  +  Culn + ba)S + CpPn} b2(4

=
1

(~)($I. + CwlnS  + ca1ns2)  - (Ji”2”S  + ka2d2)  + (723  + 1)(412 + 41)s A,(s)

S)(k”l” + klld)  + (72s + 1)(&z - d**)} *r(s) (4.25)

4 . 3 i-th vehicle dynamics (; = 3,4,. . .)

We are going to use the proposed linear control law for the i-th vehicle
(4.2) and the simplified vehicle model in figure 3 to finally obtain equ.(4:35)
relating Ai to Ai- -. . , Ar, and WI:

From (2.3) and the summing node equation in figure 3 for the i - 1-st
and i-th vehicles we obtain

Ai(t) = &(E-l(t)-dmi-l  -~Ccfi-lif-~(t))-  $(F,(t)-d,i-KdiLf(t))
I-

(4.26)

Using the linearized drag force due to the air resistance for the i - l-st
and i-th vehicles from (4.4) in (4.26) we obtain

&Ct>
Fi-l(t) timi- K&-lz---e-
mi-1 mi-1 mi-1

(4.27)
Using the notation for f.a-17 dOi-19 d .Is-19  *Y 017f. d . and dri we CZLYI rewrite

(4.27) as

._ -.. _- .___. . I---. --- - - .-

Ai = fi;-1 (t) - 2 - hi-1 - dli-Iii-l(t) - [i(t) + F + doi + dli*i(t)
i

(4.28)
From equations (2.9) and (4.28) we obtain

iii(t) = <i-l(t) - [i(t) + (f$ + doi - % - &i-l) + (dli - dli-l)vl(t)

t (-dli + dli-l)(A,(t)  t * ** t Ai:it)) - dliAi(t) (4.29)

12



Note that (4.29) yields the following relationship in the steady state

(4.30)
Taking Laplace  transforms from both sides of (4.29) and noting the initial

conditions gives

0

(3’ + dliS)&(S) = [i-l(S) - (i(S) t
(+ + doi - * - 4X-l)  + (dli - dli-l)V(O-)

S

t (dli- dli,l)Gi(s)  t (-dli + dli-l)s(Al(s)  t * * * + Ai-*(s)) (4.31)

The engine model for the i-th vehicle with control law (4.2) gives

WTiii(t)tmi<i(t) = uitc~Ai(t)+c”i~i(t)+c,;6i(t)tk.i(~~(~)-~i(~))~~~~~(~)-u;(t))
.

From (4.32) we note the following relationship in the steady state

772i(i(O-)  = Ui (4.33)

Taking Laplace transforms of both sides of (4.32) and noting the steady-
state relation given by (4.33) we obtain

ii(S) =

+

<i(O-) + Cpi + (Gi + hi)S t (Cai t kxi)S2  -

S mi(W t 1)
A;(s)

(4.34)

Substituting the expressions for ii-1 and ii from (4.34) into (4.31) and
reordering the terms corresponding to &i(s), . . . ,61(s) and Cl(s) after nor-
malization we obtain

{T'S3 t [l t ridli t Cain t binIs t (dli t cvin t kvin)s t cgn} H;(s)
(*) [cpi-In-t  (&i-In t hi-ln)S t (Cd-ln  t hi-ln)S’]  - (bins t &inS2) -

= t (7;s t I)(-dli t dli-1)s
Ai-l(s

13



+ 1 (*)(kvi-*nS  + li,i-lnS2)  - (f&S + k3in~2)

+ (%S + 1)(-d*;  + dli-l)S I

(Al(S)  + * ' ' + Ai-2(S))

+ {(GS + l)(dli - d*i-I)}  $1(S)

Our analysis of the longitudinal control of a platoon of vehicles using
the control laws (4.1) and (4.2) shows that: for the first vehicle, (4.15)
shows the dependence of AI on wl; for the second vehicle, (4.25) shows the
dependence of A2 on Al and WI; for the i-th vehicle (i = 3,4,.  . .), (4.35)
shows the dependence of Ai on A;,,, Al + - - - + Ai- and ~1.

5 Special case: identical vehicles

In the simulation studies of subsection 5.4 below, we consider a platoon of
identicalvehicles. Applying the proposed linear control laws to a platoon of
identical vehicles, one notes the following simplifications:

The control law is the same for vehicles 2,3,. . . hence, we choose to drop
the subscript i from the constant coefficients in the i-th vehicle’s control law
(4.2)for  i = 2,3,...

Since d11 = dl2 = -- - = dl; for identical vehicles, we write dl := dli for
i = 1,2,...

Since the engine time constant is the same for all the vehicles in the
platoon, we let T := ri for i = 1,2,. . D

5.1 Computation of kALw,(s)- the transfer function from WI
to A1

From (4.15) and using the simplified notation we obtain

{m3 t (I+ nil t c,ln)s2 t (4 t c,ln)s t cpln > AI(S)
= 1 TS' t (1 t 4 - ka)s t (4 - k"lfl)} C(s).

Thus:

(4.35

L,w,(s) = rs2 t (1 t n& - kaln)s t 4 - kvln
Ts3 t (1 t 74 t c,l,)s2 t (dl t c,ln)s t c,l, (5.2)

Equ. (5.2) Is the first basic design equation. From (5.2),we note that we
can independently select all the zeros and all the poles of k*lWl  by choosing

14



the design parameters corn,cvrn,  cprn,k,rn,  and kurn. It is cntcial to note
that the selection of zeros and poles are independent of one another.

5.2 Computation of k*,~~- the transfer function from A1 to
A2

From (4.25) a.nd using the simplified notation we obtain

{rs3 + [l + Tdl + c,, + km] s2 + (& t cm t If,,,)s t cm} A2(4

-D
{(Cain - kan)~2t(C"ln - hrl)s + Cph} &(s)

t {~"l,tkxln+Jl(s) (5.3)

Thus:

L2cL1 (4 =
(Cain - bn)S' t (Culn - hn)St Cpln

rs3+(1t~4tc,, t L)s2 t (4 t cm t L)s t cp
(5.4)

From (5.3),we  note that in addition to the transfer function from A 1 to
A2 there is a transfer function from wl to AZ.

5.3 Computation of k~~*~-,-  the transfer function from Ai-
to A; for i = 3,4,...

From (4.35) and using the simplified notation we obtain

{ rs3 t (1 t 4 t can t kan)S2 t (dl t Gun t kvn)S t Cpn} A;(S)
= Ca,S2 + C,“S t Cp &i-l(S){ > (5.5)

thus,for i = 3,4,...

ix4 := jL&&JS) = cons2 t Gins t cpn
7s3 t (1 t 74 t c,, t k,,)s2 t (dl t c, t k,,)s t cpn

F-6)
Equ. (5.6) is the second basic design equation. From (5.6), we note that

we can select the pole constellation for J(s) by choosing the appropriate

15



A2 A3
- !w . - j(s)  --o=

x(4 = ~~~ + (I+ Tdl + can + kxn)S*  + (dl + %a f L)s + Cpn

Figure 5: Block diagram of the control law for a platoon of identical vehicles

design parameters (can + k,,), (c,, + k,,), and cpn. The zeros of a(.~) are
then chosen via the selection of the appropriate c,, and c,,.

Note that if we choose h A~,,,, to have the same pole constellation as Q&e.,
c,r, = can + &,c,rn = cvn + Jc”,, and cprn = cpR), from (5.4) we obtain1
h&A1 = 8.

We consider the block diagram in figure 5 for analyzing the platoon.
Some consideration of figure 5 suggests the main design objectives for the
longitudinal control law: from (5.1), (5.3), and (5.5) we have for i = 2,3,. . .

-
hA;wl = (fi(~))~-’ [R,,,Oj(S) + kvlnx{S;.l.S] W)

1. Since the perturbations in Ai due to changes (WI) in the lead vehicle’s
velocity from its steady-state value should not get magnified from one
vehicle to the next as one goes down the platoon, we require that
Id( 5 1 for all w > 0 and w w ]g(jw)] to be a non-increasing
function of w.

2. Since the inverse Laplace  transform of b(s)]*  is the convolution of the
impulse response of i(s) with itself (i.e.,(g * g)(t)), to avoid oscillatory
behavior down the platoon it is desirable to have g(t) > 0 for all t.



HINTS Loading Supw-filock  : platoon
blake.  salectlon  using pull dmm menua
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Figure 6: Simulation diagram for a platoon of 4 identical vehicles

5.4 Simulation Results

To examine the behavior of a platoon of identical vehicles under the proposed
control law, simulations for platoons consisting of 4,11, and 16 vehicles were
run using the System Build software package within MATRlXx.  As an
illustration, figure 6 shows the simulation diagram for a platoon of 4 identical
vehicles. The dynamic blocks associated with the first, second, and third
vehicle following the lead vehicle are denoted by linear model 1, linear model
2, and linear model 3, respectively. In all the simulations conducted, all the
vehicles were assumed to be initially traveling at the steady-state velocity
of Ve = 17.9 m.sec-’ (i.e.,40 m.p.h.). Beginning at time t = 0 set, the lead
vehicle’s velocity was increased from its steady-state value of 17.9 m.sec-’
until it reached its final value of 32.0 m.sec-‘(i.e.,72  m.p.h.). Figure 7 shows
the change (WI) of the lead vehicle’s velocity from its steady-state value as
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Figure 7: Increment of the lead vehicle’s velocity from steady-state value
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Figure 8: Magnitude of the Fast Fourier Transform of wl(lzCll)

a function of time(t): the curve u)l(t) corresponds to a maximum jerk of 3.0
m.sece3 and peak acceleration of 5.0 m.secw2 (i.e.,0.5g).

To get an idea of the frequency band in which most of the energy asso-
ciated  with the signal WI lies, we computed the fast fourier transform of a
periodic signal with period T = 20.48 set; within each period, the value of
the signal within the initial time intenal of 5.5 seconds of the period was
identical to the value of WI between t = 0 and t = 5.5; the value of the signal
within the next time interval of 5.5 seconds of the period was the mirror
image of the corresponding value in the first half of the period; the value of
the signal in the remainder of the period was identically zero. This method
for computing the fourier transform of WI was employed so as to eliminate
the high frequency componets  in til due to the jumps in the periodic signal
at the end of each period. Figure 8 shows the magnitude of the fast fourier
transform of WI. Note that most of the energy associated with wl lies within
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Figure 9: jj(jw)j vs. w

the interval from 0 to 2 radians per second.
The following values were chosen for the relevent parameters in the sim-

ulation:
r = 0.2 set
& = 0.03
Gin = 1.994, c,l,, = 14.77, cPl, = 24, Cialn = 0.4, kvln = 0.02
Can = 1, c,, = 9.77, cpn = 24, k,, = 0.994, I;,,., = 1
Using the above values for the parameters,we obtain:

L,&) =
0.2s* + 0.606s + 0.01

0.2(s + 4)(s + 5)(s + 6)

s2 + 9.8s + 24
‘(‘) = 0.2(s + 4)(9 + S)(s + 6)
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Figure 10: Impulse response of &i.e.,g(t)
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Figure 9 illustrates the plot of w I+ &LJ)~. Note that IP( < 1 for
w > 0. The impulse response of 4 is shown in figure 10. Note that g(t) > 0
for all t > 0 and t w g(f) is a decreasing function.

Figure 11 illustrates the resulting Ar,Az,As,  and Als with the above
choices of parameters.

Conclusions For the simulation studies above (figs. 6 to 11) all the
vehicles were assumed to be identical and to be traveling initially at the
steady-state velocity of 17.9 m.sec-‘(i.e.,40  m.p.h.). Beginning at time
t= 0 set, the lead vehicle’s velocity was increased from its steady-state
value of 17.9 m.sec’r until it reached its fInal value of 32.0 msec-‘(i.e.,72
m.p.h.).(see  fig. 7) This change (uI~) in the lead vehicle’s velocity from its
steady-state value corresponded to a maximum jerk of 3.0 m.secw3 and peak
acceleration of 5.0 m.sefY2(i.e.,0.5g).

Simulation results show that the deviations of the vehicles from their
preassigned positions do not exceed 0.22 m (i.e.,3 of a foot) and decrease
to values which are less than 2 cm. Such deviations decrease in magnitude
from the second vehicle to the fifteenth vehicle in the platoon and exhibit
no oscillatory behavior.

Robustness study Still considering a platoon of identical vehicles, fur-
ther simulation studies were conducted to check the effect of delays in com-
municating the lead-vehicle-velocity (~1) and acceleration (al) to all the other
vehicles in the platoon. Figure 12 shows the deviations of the first (AI),
second (AZ), third (As), and tenth (Arc) vehicles’ positions from their pre-
assigned positions as a result of the change (u)l) in the lead vehicle’s velocity
from its steady-state value (figure 7) assuming:

1. communication of the lead vehicle’s velocity (VI) and acceleration (al)
to each vehicle following the lead vehicle, say the i-th vehicle, is delayed
by 20 msec;

2. let A?(t) denote the value used in place of Ai in the i-th vehicle’s
control law at time t (i.e.,c;(t)). We assume that A;(t) = Ai(t -
0.005)(1+ 7) for t 2 0.005 set and A?(t) = 0 for t < 0.005 set; q is a
Gaussian random variable with mean zero and standard deviation of
0.1.

Figure 12 shows that the deviations in positions of the first, second,
third, and tenth vehicles from their respective preassigned positions are
less than 0.29 m and decrease to values less than 2 cm.
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Such deviations do not get magnified from the second vehicle to the tenth
vehicle in the platoon and do not exhibit oscillatory behavior.

FLemark:platoon of non-identical vehicles Equ.(4.35)  shows that
in the case of non-identical vehicles A\; depends on not only Ai-1 but alsoL m
Al,. . . , Ai- and I& for i = 3,4,. . . (Note that the polynomial multiplier
of $1 in (4.35) vanishes if and only  if dri = dri-1; in general, dri varies
from vehicle to vehicle because dri depends on cross-sectional area(&),  drag
coefEcient(Cdi), and vehicle mass(m;)).

To eliminate the dependence of Ai on Ar , . . . , Ai- for i = 3,4,. . ., one
might require that the multiplier of (Al+ . - - + Ai-2) in (4.35) vanishes for
all values of s. Such a requirement will impose the following constraints on
the choice of J;oi-rn, kai-rn, kvin, and Icain for i = 3,4,. . .

Gkai-ln - Ti,Ik,i, + TiTi-l(-dli  + dli-1) = 0 (5.8)
7; k”i- ln + hi-ln  - Ti-lkvin - kain + (7; + Ti-l)(-dli + dli-1) = 0 (5.9)

hi-ln - k,i, + (-dli + dli-1) = 0 (5.10)

Note that in order to satisfy the constraints given in (5.8), (5.9), and
(5.10) for a platoon of n (n = 3,4,. . .) non-identical vehicles, one will have
to solve a system of (37~ - 6) linear algebraic equations in (2n- 2) unknowns.
Thus, such a system of linear equations will generically have no solution
for n = 4,5,... This implies that Ai will be affected by Ar , . . . , Ai- for
i = 4,5,...

The next step is to evaluate the effect of these differences in the vehicle
models of the platoon.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that through the appropriate choice of design parameters,
deviations in the successive vehicle spacings do not get magnified from the
front to the back of a platoon of identical vehicles as a result of lead vehicle’s
acceleration from its initial steady-state velocity(ve)  to its final steady-state
velocity. Furthermore, the deviations in the successive vehicle spacings do
not exhibit any oscillatory time-behavior and the magnitude of such devia-
tions is well within one foot for a platoon of 16 vehicles.

Our analysis of a platoon of non-identical vehicles shows that devia-
tion of the i-th vehicle position from its assigned position(i.e.,A;)  is af -
fected by the corresponding deviations of all the vehicles in front of the
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i-th vehide(i.e.,Ar,.  . .,A;,,) together with the change (WI) of the lead ve-
hicle’s velocity from its steady-state value. Since elimination of the terms
relating toAr,...,A*,-z requires a system of linear algebraic equations with
more equations than unknowns, we have to investigate by simulation the
magnitude of such effects on the i-th vehicle.
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